CHAPTER 26
VALUING REAL ESTATE
Problem 1
The beta estimated by this analyst is probably too low because –
(a) appraised values tend to be smoothed out relative to the market values of real estate
(b) the stock index was used as the market portfolio instead of an index including all assets
Problem 2
While REITs have more reliable market prices than the appraised series, the betas estimated
using REITs will still have the following problems
(a) The process of securitizing real estate (in REITs) may affect their risk characteristics
(b) REITs operate under significant legal restrictions on investment, financing and dividend
policy, all of which may affect the beta.
(c) Finally, the stock index is still the inappropriate market index, if one's objective is to
measure the market risk.
Problem 3
Commercial Real Estate in New York: Financial Service Firms
Commercial Real Estate in Houston: Oil Service Firms
Commerical Real Estate in San Jose: Computer Software Firms
Hotel Complex in Orlando: Theme Parks (eg. Disney) and Tourism
Problem 4
The assessed risk is likley to include some real-estate specific risk if the investors are all
primarily real estate. If the investors are all institutional investors, the only risk that
matters is market risk or risk that cannot be diversified in a portfolio including financial
and real assets.
Problem 5
I would do a traditional discounted cash flow valuation of the property and then apply a
liqudity discount which will be higher for more illiquid assets.
Problem 6
Revenues
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$ 3,307,500

$ 3,969,000 $ 4,688,381 $ 4,922,800 $ 5,168,940
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$ 5,324,009
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- Var. Oper. Exp.

$ 945,000

$ 992,250

$ 1,041,863 $ 1,093,956 $ 1,148,653

$ 1,183,113

- Fixed Exp.

$ 309,000

$ 318,270

$ 327,818

$ 337,653

$ 347,782

$ 358,216

- RE Taxes

$ 300,000

$ 309,000

$ 318,270

$ 327,818

$ 337,653

$ 347,782

Taxable Income

$ 1,753,500

$ 2,349,480 $ 3,000,431 $ 3,163,374 $ 3,334,852

$ 3,434,898

- Taxes

$ 736,470

$ 986,782

$ 1,260,181 $ 1,328,617 $ 1,400,638

$ 1,442,657

Ope. Inc after tax

$ 1,017,030

$ 1,362,698 $ 1,740,250 $ 1,834,757 $ 1,934,214

$ 1,992,241

Terminal Value
PV at 7.10%

$ 48,597,161
$ 949,612

$ 1,188,023 $ 1,416,607 $ 1,394,533 $ 35,861,124

Value of Building =
$ 40,809,899
Cost of Capital = 12.5% (.3) + 8.25% (1-.42) (.7) = 7.10%
b. Value of Equity in Building = $ 40,809,899 - .7($40,809,899) =$ 12,242,970
(I am assuming that there is no depreciation. If there is depreciation, you would add the
present value of tax savings from depreciation to this value)

Problem 7
Property
Sale Price
Size (Sq. Ft) Gross Rent Sales/sq foot Price/Rent
A
$20,000,000 400,000
$5,000,000 50.00
4.00
B
$18,000,000 425,000
$4,750,000 42.35
3.79
C
$22,000,000 450,000
$5,100,000 48.89
4.31
D
$25,000,000 400,000
$5,500,000 62.50
4.55
E
$15,000,000 350,000
$4,000,000 42.86
3.75
F
$12,000,000 300,000
$3,000,000 40.00
4.00
Average
47.77
4.07
a. Value based on Sales/sq foot = 300,000 * 47.77 =
$ 14,331,000
b. Value based upon Price/Rent = (300,000 * 1.05 * $ 15 * .7) * 4.07 =$ 13,461,525
c. We are assuming that the comparable buildings are fairly priced and are similar to the
building being valued.

